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Figure 1: Our proposed method is capable of selecting and rendering a significantly reduced amount of shadow maps needed for a physically correct soft shadow solution using an adaptive light source subdivision. Left: Scene rendered from far with 289 fixed samples (10 FPS). Middle Left: The same view point rendered with our method with only 25 samples (67 FPS). Middle Right: The same scene, rendered from a closer view point with 289 fixed samples (10 FPS). Right: Our method reduces the number of needed samples to 105 (18 FPS).

Abstract

Physically accurate soft shadows in 3D applications can be simulated by taking multiple samples from all over the area light source and accumulating them. Due to the unpredictability of the size of the penumbra regions, the required sampling density has to be high in order to guarantee smooth shadow transitions in all cases. Hence, several hundreds of shadow maps have to be evaluated in any scene configuration, making the process computationally expensive. Thus, we suggest an adaptive light source subdivision approach to select the sampling points adaptively. The main idea is to start with a few samples on the area light, evaluating there differences using hardware occlusion queries, and adding more sampling points if necessary. Our method is capable of selecting and rendering only the samples which contribute to an improved shadow quality, and hence generate shadows of comparable quality and accuracy. Even though additional calculation time is needed for the comparison step, this method saves valuable rendering time and achieves interactive to real-time frame rates in many cases where a brute force sampling method does not.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture

1. Introduction

Algorithms for hard shadow rendering are widely used in today’s games and applications. In contrast, the fast and correct calculation of soft shadows is a complex task and still an area of active research. Soft shadows are, in contrast to hard shadows, not cast by point lights without extents, but by area light sources. They do therefore consist of umbra (areas where the light source is completely blocked) and penumbra (areas where the light source is partly visible) regions, and despite the increased computational costs, using them is worth the effort: Nearly every shadow in reality has soft boundaries, so using soft shadows in rendering applications significantly increases the realism of the generated images (see Figure 2). Moreover, inherent shadow map artifacts like
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aliasing at the shadow boarders are often hidden through the low frequency soft shadows.

Figure 2: An area light source leads to a soft shadow, which consists of umbra and penumbra regions.

In this work, we suggest a novel approach (presented in Section 3) based on the idea of sampling the light source several times in order to obtain physically correct soft shadows: We optimize the number of sampling points needed for satisfying results by starting with only very few sampling points and adaptively adding more and more of them, depending on whether the sampling density is already high enough or not. This decision is made by projecting the shadow maps from four sample points forming a quad on the area light to the view point of the camera, and by comparing there how much they differ using hardware occlusion queries. Only if the space between the individual shadow boundaries is too large (i.e. banding artifacts are visible), the quad on the light source is subdivided, and new sampling points are added on the next level(s).

After creating a shadow maps by applying our adaptive sampling strategy and the corresponding weights, we discuss how they can be used to render physically accurate soft shadows at interactive or even real-time frame rates using both deferred rendering as well as texture arrays in our rendering framework (see Section 3.4).

2. Related Work

A vast amount of real-time soft shadow algorithms have been published during the last few years, most of them based on extensions to the shadow mapping algorithm (see Section 3.1) or the shadow volumes algorithm introduced by [Cro77]. We will therefore focus on the most relevant publications for our work (see [ESAW11] for an extensive overview).

Since the calculation of physically correct soft shadows is generally considered too costly for real-time application, most soft shadow approaches for interactive or real-time applications estimate the complex area visibility (i.e. the amount of the area light source that is visible from a point on a surface) by calculating a single hard shadow from the center of the area light source, and simulate the penumbra using approximative heuristics. The simplifications used in these so-called single sample approaches will in general not result in physically correct soft shadows.

In [WH03], not only a shadow map, but also a so-called Penumbra Map is generated by analyzing the objects silhouettes from the position of the light source, allowing a penumbra region to be estimated in the illumination pass. [Fer05] suggests using a technique called Percentage Closer Soft Shadows (PCSS), where Percentage Closer Filtering (PCF) by [RSC87] is applied and combined with a blocker search: PCF softens hard shadow boundaries by not only comparing the current depth to a single value in the shadow map, but by doing so with the neighboring pixels in the shadow map as well. The percentage of successful shadow tests specifies the shadow intensity. It helps to reduce aliasing artifacts at the softened shadow boundaries, but the penumbra is far from being accurate, as it always has the same size. PCSS therefore uses an additional blocker search in the shadow map, so the filter kernel can be adjusted according to the relation between light, blocker and receiver. To avoid the vast number of shadow map lookups for PCF several pre-filtering methods have been proposed [DL06, AMB*07] that allow real-time frame-rates.

Several papers [GBP06, GBP07, AHL*06, ASK06, SS07] have recently been published, which propose variants of a technique called backprojection. The idea is to use a single shadow map not only for depth comparison, but to employ it as a discretized representation of the scene. In order to calculate the visibility factor \( v \) for a screen-space pixel \( p \), the shadow map texels are backprojected from \( p \) onto the light source, where the amount of occlusion is estimated. These approaches can produce more accurate results than PCSS and variations thereof, but are prone to artifacts (e.g. in cases when occluders overlap, when the light source is too close, or when the penumbra is extremely large) and one may have to backproject a huge number of shadow map texels, which is costly.

The most intuitive, but also slowest approach to generate physically correct soft shadows is to generate hard shadows from several sampling points on the area light source and accumulate this information (see Section 3.2). In order to minimize computation time, [HH97] suggest using only a few regularly distributed samples for the calculation. For each shadow receiver, a so-called attenuation map is computed by summing up the individual shadows, which is then used to modify the illumination of the object. So, for \( n \) sampling points and \( m \) receivers, \( m \times n \) shadow maps are required. An improvement of this idea has been suggested by [ARHM00]: Instead of calculating and using an attenuation map for each receiver, a single layered attenuation map for
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the whole scene is created, which allows interactive frame rates on modern graphics hardware. In the method proposed by [SAPP05], the visibility information of many shadow maps is combined into a precomputed compressed 3d visibility structure, which is then used for rendering. Employing CUDA support for irregular data structures, [SEA08] compute accurate soft shadows by evaluating the shadow solution for each visible pixel in screen. [SSMW09] sample the light source over multiple frames exploiting temporal coherence. Although they show cases where they converge to the physical correct result, they have problems with quickly moving objects and can therefore not guarantee correct results in all scene configurations.

Real-Time soft shadows can also be simulated with modified versions of the shadow volumes algorithm, in particular methods based on the Penumbra Wedges algorithm [AAM03, FBP06].

Our algorithm is based on the approaches which use multiple shadow maps per light, but we propose a novel adaptive sampling strategy in order to minimize both the number of shadow maps needed to obtain high quality soft shadows and the rendering time per frame.

3. The Algorithm

In this Section, we introduce our adaptive refinement strategy for the sampling of area light sources, and most importantly, our GPU-based subdivision evaluation criterion. Additionally, we discuss possible ways to render the (potentially) large amounts of generated shadow maps.

3.1. The Shadow Mapping Algorithm

Shadow mapping is an image-based algorithm first introduced by [Wil78]. Its basic idea is to view the scene from the position of the light source in a first pass, and store the depth values of the fragments in a texture (called the shadow map). The shadow map therefore contains the distances to all sampled surface points which are illuminated by the light source.

![Figure 3: The shadow mapping algorithm: The depth values as seen from the light source are stored in a shadow map, and are then used in a second pass to generate shadows on the objects.](image)

In the second pass, the scene is rendered from the camera’s point of view. Every fragment is transformed into light space, where its distance to the light source is compared to the corresponding value in the shadow map. If the distance to the current fragment is larger than the shadow map value, it lies in shadow; otherwise it has to be illuminated by this light source. Figure 3 illustrates the basics of the algorithm.

3.2. Estimating Soft Shadows with Light Source Sampling

An area light source can be approximated by \( n \) different point light source samples. A shadow map allows us to evaluate for every screen space fragment if it is illuminated by its associated point light.

\[
\tau_i(x, y) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{lit from point light } i \\ 1 & \text{in shadow of point light } i \end{cases}
\]  

(1)

\( \tau_i(x, y) \) is the result of the hard shadow test for shadow map \( i \) for the screen space fragment at position \( (x, y) \). Under the assumption that the point sampling on the area light source is dense enough (i.e. \( n \) is high enough), the soft shadowing result \( \psi \) (i.e., the fractional light source area occluded from the fragment) can be estimated by the proportion \( \hat{\psi}_n \) of shaded samples

\[
\hat{\psi}_n(x, y) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \tau_i(x, y).
\]

(2)

3.3. Adaptive Refinement of the Sampling Density

Generating soft shadows with multiple shadow maps per light is computationally expensive due to the high sampling density which is required to render smooth, visually appealing penumbra regions. If the density is too low, banding artifacts are likely to appear, and the human visual system does not perceive a soft shadow anymore, but several hard shadows (see Figure 8).

![Figure 4: A slight change in the receiver geometry can cause a significant increase of the penumbra size.](image)
hard shadows. The minimum required sampling density is not easy to predict, though: It depends on the relation between light, blocker and occluder. As can be seen in Figure 4, a slight rotation of the receiver geometry leads to a drastic increase of the penumbra size, making more samples necessary. Due to the perspective projection, the camera’s point of view plays a major role here as well, as it determines the size of the penumbra in screen space: if the camera is very close to the shadow, the penumbra region can be as large as the whole frame buffer.

To avoid redundant shadow map computations caused by using a constant high sampling density only required in some worst cases, we suggest to select the sampling points adaptively whenever the scene configuration or the camera position changes.

### 3.3.1. Generating Shadow Maps

The first step in our algorithm is to create the initial shadow maps at the corners of the area light source. These are the only shadow maps which are always generated; all the others are only computed if necessary (see Section 3.3.3). We assume a square area light source for an easier explanation in this work, but similar subdivision strategies can be found for other kinds of light sources, as our splitting criterion is independent of the actual subdivisions performed. The shadow maps are generated from the sampling points using standard uniform shadow mapping with a perspective projection.

### 3.3.2. Reprojection

After the creation of the initial sampling points, we project the shadow maps into the same space in order to compare them. It is important that the refinement is dependent on the observer’s position and the view: For example, it makes no sense to refine a soft shadow which is far away and hardly visible, while for shadows very close to the camera, it is important to have more samples in order to obtain a smooth penumbra. We therefore project the shadow maps into camera space, where a comparison makes such a view-dependent refinement possible.

The reprojection step is done similar to the second step in the regular shadow mapping algorithm, but instead of using the shadow values from the shadow map for illumination, they are directly used for comparisons as described in Section 3.3.3. In order to generate the correct subdivision level needed for the current screen buffer size, the comparison render target extents must have the same dimensions. If a smaller amount of shadow maps is desired (at the cost of physical accuracy, leading to banding artifacts), the resolution of the comparison render targets can be lower (see Section 3.3.3). In order to quickly evaluate the need for a subdivision, we exploit the functionality of hardware occlusion queries [BMH98, Ope07], which are usually used to evaluate visibility by counting the number of pixels drawn on the screen. By discarding all fragments for which the subdivision level is sufficient, the remaining fragments can efficiently be counted. If at least one pixel is output, the area light source needs further refinement in this frame. Note that similar to lowering the resolution of the comparison render target as explained in Section 3.3.2, increasing this threshold and tolerate a few fragments causing banding artifacts can also help to reduce the number of shadow maps.

### 3.3.3. Subdivision Evaluation

The comparison of four neighboring shadow maps in camera space is done in a pixel shader by applying a 2-pass strategy: In the first pass, the reprojected depth values of the four shadow maps are evaluated as in the original shadow map algorithm: For each screen space fragment, the 4 corresponding shadow values are calculated and summed up (i.e. each fragment obtains an integer value between 0 and 4), and stored in the comparison render target.

In the second pass, the stored accumulated shadow values are used to identify potential regions that produce banding artifacts: banding artifacts appear whenever the distances between the hard shadow borders are too large, so that the shadow is perceived as multiple hard shadows instead of a single soft shadow. We therefore investigate the 1-ring neighborhood of each penumbra texel (indicated by a texel with a value between 1 and 3) in the comparison render target texture, and check if there is at least one neighboring texel that has a different value. If this simple condition is fulfilled, the subdivision level is assumed to be sufficient for this texel; otherwise, the area light source has to be subdivided further.

In order to quickly evaluate the need for a subdivision, we exploit the functionality of hardware occlusion queries [BMH98, Ope07], which are usually used to evaluate visibility by counting the number of pixels drawn on the screen. By discarding all fragments for which the subdivision level is sufficient, the remaining fragments can efficiently be counted. If at least one pixel is output, the area light source needs further refinement in this frame. Note that similar to lowering the resolution of the comparison render target as explained in Section 3.3.2, increasing this threshold and tolerate a few fragments causing banding artifacts can also help to reduce the number of shadow maps.

### 3.3.4. Generating Additional Sampling Points

If the subdivision evaluation suggests creating a further refinement level on the area light source, new sampling points (and the corresponding shadow maps) have to be created. In the case of a two-dimensional rectangular area light source, we suggest using a quadtree-like structure: If the comparison steps makes a subdivision necessary, the rectangle is split into 4 sub-quads, and new shadow maps are generated on all new corners (See Figure 5).

![Figure 5: Subdividing a rectangular area light source: Left: Generate sampling points at the quad corners. Middle: Compare corresponding shadow maps in a common projection center (camera space). Right: If necessary, subdivide the quad into 4 sub-quads, repeat steps for each sub-quad.](image-url)
For the new subdivision level, the whole procedure is repeated again: Shadow maps are generated from the new sampling points’ positions, and are compared to their quad neighbors. This refinement process is repeated until either the sampling density is high enough in all areas to fulfill the condition defined in Section 3.3.3, or a predefined maximum number of shadow maps has been created.

3.4. Evaluating the Shadow Map Information

After the computation of the shadow maps, their contribution must be evaluated in an illumination render pass. This step is basically similar to the second render pass in the standard shadow mapping algorithm. Still, difficulties can arise due to to differing subdivision depths (Section 3.4.1) and due to the large amount of depth textures which have to be sampled (Section 3.4.2).

3.4.1. Assigning Shadow Map Contribution Weights

If all shadow maps generated with our refinement strategy contribute to the final soft shadow solution with equal weight, the darkness of the penumbra can sometimes vary slightly from the exact solution, if the distribution of the adaptively selected sampling points varies significantly. We therefore apply weights on the sampling points: In areas of many subdivision, the individual samples are assigned a smaller weight, and will not contribute as much to the darkness of the penumbra as the ones with a large weight.

In case of a 2D area light source that is subdivided as proposed in Section 3.3.3, the weight $\omega_i$ assigned to the $i^{th}$ shadow map is calculated with

$$\omega_i = \frac{1}{(2d_i + 1)^2},$$

where $d_i$ is the subdivision depth. The sum of all weights is 1 if all samples reach the same subdivision depth $d$. Otherwise, the weights have to be normalized to make sure the final accumulated shadow values lie between 0 (fully lit) and 1 (fully shadowed).

3.4.2. Soft Shadow Visualization using $n$ Shadow Maps

For the calculation of soft shadows, the information from all generated shadow maps has to be checked for each screen space pixel. The hard shadow test values (0 or 1) from all shadow maps $i$ are multiplied with their weight $\omega_i$ and summed up, resulting in an estimate for the percentage of occlusion. If the number of shadow maps is high, this can lead to problems due to the limited amount of textures that can be sampled in a single rendering pass.

A way to solve this is to make use of a deferred rendering system introduced by [DWS’88] as well as a so-called accumulation buffer, which is a screen-space buffer with a single data channel. For each shadow map, we render the scene in a separate render pass. Instead of using the obtained hard shadow value of a screen space fragment $f(x,y)$ directly for illumination, we multiply it with its weight and add it to the accumulation buffer at the position $f_{acc}(x,y)$. A preliminary depth pass helps to ensure that only shadow values from “valid” (i.e. visible) fragments contribute to the accumulation buffer.

After $n$ render passes, all shadow maps have been evaluated, and the accumulation buffer is filled. Now, in a final rendering pass, the scene is illuminated: For each screen space fragment $f(x,y)$, the corresponding accumulation buffer value $f_{acc}(x,y)$ is sampled and used as the occlusion percentage. Note: Since current graphics hardware does not support read and write operations on render targets at the same time, two instances of the accumulation buffer have to be created and swapped each rendered frame, resulting in an additional need for memory on the GPU.

Alternatively, the introduction of so-called Texture Arrays in newer graphics APIs makes it possible to send up to 512 textures with the same size and format to the shader, where they can be sampled arbitrarily. This functionality is perfectly suited for our purposes, as it allows us to sample many shadow maps from within the same pixel shader instance. The current fragment’s occlusion value can therefore be obtained without the need for additional passes, saving $n$
read/write operations as well as the memory previously consumed by the accumulation buffer.

### 3.4.3. Filtering

As already stated in Section 3.3.2, the resolution of the comparison render target can be defined to be smaller than the frame buffer resolution in order to trade physical accuracy for a lower number of sampling points (and therefore higher performance). Since fewer shadow maps are generated, banding artifacts are more likely to become visible. Similar problems occur if the camera is extremely close to a penumbra, so that the maximum number of shadow maps is not sufficient to generate an appealing penumbra region, or if a few pixels with banding artifacts are allowed during the GPU-based splitting evaluation (See Section 3.3.3).

In order to improve the smoothness of the transitions between the individual shadow maps, we therefore suggest sampling them using a small PCF kernel in such situations. PCF filtering softens the shadow boundaries, and a version with a 2x2 kernel can be used on modern graphics hardware without performance hit.

### 4. Results and Evaluation

All tests and images in this paper were calculated with a comparison render target buffer size of 1024 × 768p, and a shadow map size of 512². The system on which we were testing our approach consisted of an Intel Core i7-920 Processor with 4 Cores, 6GB RAM, and a NVidia Geforce 580GTX with 1.5 GB Memory.

#### 4.1. Implementation

We implemented both rendering methods described in Section 3.4.2 in a DirectX 10 rendering framework application using a two-dimensional rectangular light source. For the shadow maps, we use 32Bit floating point textures with a size of 512², and store the depth linearly. The maximum allowed number of shadow maps generated by our subdivision strategy is 289, representing a subdivision depth of 4 levels. For the deferred rendering implementation, we use 32Bit floating point textures with the same dimensions as the frame buffer for both the accumulation buffer as well as for the needed depth buffer.

The implementation using texture arrays to evaluate the shadow illumination performs slightly better (approximately 10% faster) than the deferred rendering solution, since the shadow map evaluation can be done in a single pass, and no additional read/write operations on the accumulation buffer are needed. Still, the deferred rendering solution seems to be an acceptable alternative for the application of our method in rendering systems using older APIs.

#### 4.2. Visual Comparison

As can be seen in Figure 1, Figure 7, Figure 9 and Figure 10, the achievable visual quality of our proposed solution with only a few shadow maps is nearly identical to images with a significantly higher (fixed) amount of sampling points. In Figure 7, we also show the shadow solution computed by the PCSS method (with 64 samples for the blocker search and 64 samples for the filtering step). Since there the visibility is calculated using only a single shadow map from the center of the light source, the resulting shadow differs significantly from our solution computed with correct visibility.

In Figure 8, we show the illumination results generated with a smaller comparison render target, leading to banding artifacts due to the lower number of shadow maps. These artifacts can easily be hidden by applying a simple PCF filter, but the physical accuracy is of course negatively affected by this approximation. Figure 9 and Figure 10 demonstrate the achievable speed-up that can be gained by reducing the comparison render target resolution as well as the introduced error.

#### 4.3. Performance

The goal of our algorithm is to improve the generation of physically correct soft shadows by adaptively selecting only the light source samples which do really contribute to the visual quality of the penumbrae. The reduced number of needed shadow maps increases the overall rendering performance, but the subdivision evaluation produces an overhead of approximately 30% of the rendering time per frame. In scene configurations where the penumbra regions are comparatively small, and a significant reduction of shadow map samples is possible, even real-time performance can be achieved with our approach. Of course, whenever a penumbra is extremely large and fills a wide area of the frame buffer, and the system maximum number of samples has to be used, the method performs worse than sampling the light source with this fixed maximum number.

#### 4.4. Limitations

Since the size of the penumbra regions can change drastically within a short time, the number of needed samples can vary widely as well, making our approach not suitable for applications where a guaranteed constant frame rate is necessary (like for example in real-time 3D games). We therefore see the use of this method in modeling and design scenarios (e.g. for light design purposes), where a fast real-time preview of a physically correct shadowing solution is necessary. In the worst case, when using this method in systems with a maximum number of usable shadow maps in combination with scenes in which large penumbrae are prevalent leads to the situation that no performance gain can be achieved (see Section 4.3).
Figure 7: Visual Comparison, from left to right: (1) Regular sampling with 289 shadow maps, acting as ground truth for our comparisons (8 FPS). (2): Our method, 93 shadow maps (17 FPS). (3): Difference image between ground truth and our approach with 93 shadow maps, scaled by factor 5 for visualization purposes. (4) PCSS soft shadow solution with visibility calculated from only a single shadow map (64/64 samples for blocker search/filtering step, 370 FPS). (5) Difference image between ground truth and PCSS, scaled by factor 5 for visualization purposes.

Figure 9: Visual Comparison using the complex Sponza Atrium scene: Left: Regular sampling with 289 shadow maps, acting as ground truth for our comparisons (2.5 FPS). Middle: Our method, 163 shadow maps (5 FPS). Right: Our method with only half the comparison render target size and a 3x3 PCF filtering requires only 14 shadow maps and is rendered at 40 FPS. See Figure 10 for difference images.

Figure 8: Left: Reducing the resolution of the comparison render target leads to the use of fewer shadow maps and therefore to banding artifacts. Right: By Applying a simple 3 × 3 PCF filter, the artifacts can be significantly reduced — but physical correctness is not guaranteed anymore.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an algorithm which is able to render physically accurate soft shadows that in most cases outperforms the regular light sampling method with a fixed sampling rate, since only the samples which contribute to the visual quality are computed and evaluated. The decision whether another sampling point is needed in-between two neighboring ones is being reached by reprojecting the corresponding shadow maps to the camera’s point of view and comparing them there using an occlusion query. The time needed for these checks is often more than compensated by the reduced number of shadow maps which have to be calculated.

In our test application, we were able to render soft shadows of a quality similar to the ones generated with 289 samples, but at interactive or even real-time frame rates. Performance can even be further increased by relaxing the subdivision criterion and using a simple PCF filter to hide potential banding artifacts.
As a future work, we want to reduce the computation time needed for the comparison step by finding better ways to handle the time-consuming occlusion queries and especially the corresponding GPU/CPU synchronization. This could for example be achieved by exploiting the temporal coherence between consecutive frames, so that the current subdivision state of the area light source is reused and only adapted when necessary in the next frame. Moreover, we plan to investigate the relation between the banding artifacts in case of a lower-resolution comparison render target and the necessary shadow filtering kernel sizes, so that self-regulating filtering mechanisms can be found. As a similar enhancement, filtering could be restricted to regions with banding artifacts only, further increasing the rendering performance. Further research effort could also be spent on finding techniques for a more randomized subdivision strategy, or on extending the algorithm to volumetric light sources.
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